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ABSTRACT

Acoustic levitation enables a radical new type of humancomputer interface composed of small levitating objects. For
the first time, we investigate the selection of such objects, an
important part of interaction with a levitating object display.
We present Point-and-Shake, a mid-air pointing interaction
for selecting levitating objects, with feedback given through
object movement. We describe the implementation of this
technique and present two user studies that evaluate it. The
first study found that users could accurately (96%) and quickly
(4.1s) select objects by pointing at them. The second study
found that users were able to accurately (95%) and quickly
(3s) select occluded objects. These results show that Pointand-Shake is an effective way of initiating interaction with
levitating object displays.
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INTRODUCTION

Levitation enables new forms of computer interface, where the
content that users interact with is composed of physical objects
levitating in mid-air, rather than pixels on a screen. This
novel type of display has advantages: the interactive content is
physical, leveraging spatial understanding, yet dynamic, unlike
other physical media; users can ‘see through’ the display and
its content, which can enhance collaborative interactions in
groups; users can view the content from many angles and
change perspective simply by moving around the display.
These properties make levitating object displays suitable for
interfaces where users view and manipulate 3D content. For
example, design and modelling software could compose a
physical representation of a model using a ‘point cloud’ of
small levitating objects, and users could then manipulate the
control point objects to change the shape. This would allow
users to experience the models in ways not possible on screen
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Figure 1. Our interaction technique allows users to select a levitating
object by pointing at it. The selected object shakes to give feedback.

and could be useful for viewing prototypes before fabrication.
As another example, visualisation software could construct
physical representations of data using levitating objects, which
users could then interact with and query, by selecting a data
point to learn more about it. Physical visualisation of data in
this way may improve information retrieval from 3D datasets,
compared to visualisations on a screen [11].
Research into the technical challenges of levitation has led
to novel methods involving magnets [13], airflow [1, 23] and
acoustics [14, 15, 17], moving us closer to applications like
those described earlier. Acoustic levitation, in particular, has
benefited from recent work [14, 15, 17, 20] and many objects
can now be levitated and moved independently. Research is
now required to establish the interaction techniques needed to
manipulate such displays. Basic interactions, like the selection
of a single object, are unexplored, but nuances of levitation
mean that existing input techniques cannot simply be applied
without consideration. In this paper, we describe interaction
with levitating objects and develop a technique for selection.
Selection is fundamental, happening before other actions can
take place [21], like moving an object or querying it, so this is
a key step towards richer interaction with levitating objects.
Selecting a levitating object by physically touching it is not
possible because physical contact may knock the object out of
the air. Close proximity to the levitation may also disrupt the
acoustic field or airflow, for those approaches, affecting the
position of the objects. This means a non-contact interaction
technique is necessary. In this paper, we describe a mid-air
gesture technique called Point-and-Shake, which allows users
to select a levitating object by pointing a finger at it (as in
Figure 1). We chose a pointing gesture because it allows
immediate use, supports seamless transition between users in
a group, and allows direct selection. Feedback is necessary

to show which object is being selected (e.g., when pointing
at two objects close together) so we also investigate feedback
based on object movement: the objects shake from side to side
when being selected. Since only the position of the object is
manipulated, no other output modalities are necessary.
We present two studies in the design of Point-and-Shake. First,
we evaluated our pointing interaction with an acoustic levitation system to see how easily users can select a levitating
object by pointing at it. We then extended the technique to
allow the selection of occluded objects (i.e., when one object is
behind another), which we evaluate in our second study. This
technique was designed with the capabilities and nuances of
object levitation in mind. Our studies found Point-and-Shake
to be a successful way of selecting objects, a first step towards
interaction with levitating object displays.
RELATED WORK

User interfaces based on object levitation are one realisation of
Ishii’s radical atoms vision [10], a vision of physical materials
that can change form and appearance dynamically, to allow
new and richer ways of interacting with information. Small
levitating objects can be the ‘atoms’ from which physical
objects are composed; these composite objects exist in mid-air
and can change form dynamically, by rearranging the ‘atoms’.
This vision has inspired the development of approaches for levitating objects and manipulating them in mid-air. ZeroN [13]
used magnetic levitation to levitate a single large sphere.
While limited to one ‘atom’, ZeroN supported rich visual output by projecting onto the surface of the sphere. Floatio [23]
and Aerial Tunes [1] used airflow to suspend and move objects
in mid-air, using air jets to levitate the objects. This approach
offered limited control over object position, but was scalable
to levitate multiple objects. Pixie Dust [15] used acoustics to
levitate objects: arrays of ultrasound transducers created an
inaudible sound field that ‘trapped’ the objects. This supported
larger numbers of smaller objects (1–5mm) positioned close
together (at least 4.5mm apart). They used objects to form 2D
graphics in a flat plane, and also projected onto the objects,
using the dense layout to form a ‘screen’ in mid-air.
The higher resolution of levitated objects allowed by acoustic
levitation means it has been more actively pursued in recent
research. The state-of-the-art has recently been advanced to
allow multiple levitated objects to be moved independently of
each other [17], to allow objects to be rotated [14, 20], and to
allow levitation over a single array [14]. We use an acoustic
levitation system in our research because the ability to position
and move multiple objects allows for richer interactions than
the other methods currently do, although the interactions we
develop are not limited to this approach.
The hardware used for acoustic levitation has other uses in
HCI. Phased ultrasound arrays have been used to generate
a variety of mid-air haptic sensations (e.g., [2, 7, 8, 9, 12]),
allowing users to experience tactile feedback from gesture
systems. They have also been used to direct audio (e.g., Holographic Whisper [16]), to create the illusion of sound coming
from remote objects or to direct audio feedback towards specific users. These applications use 40 kHz ultrasound like

acoustic levitation systems do, and they are also based on
similar acoustic principles. In future, acoustic levitation systems could be enhanced with mid-air haptic and steerable
audio feedback to create rich multimodal interfaces. However,
it would be necessary to minimise interference between the
different audio fields (e.g., so the haptic feedback does not
affect the levitation) so advances in acoustic field synthesis
are necessary before this becomes feasible.
Few applications using levitating objects have been explored,
since the work has mainly focused on the technical challenges
of levitation. A small body of work has investigated physical visualisations (visualisations that map data to physical
form [11]) composed of levitating objects. This has advantages over other physical visualisation media (e.g., those that
are 3D printed or hand-crafted) because they can be updated
and animated dynamically, since their form is changeable.
LeviPath [17] was motivated by physical visualisation and
used acoustic levitation to position and move small spherical
objects) independently. Floating Charts [18] also used acoustic levitation to visualise chart data. For example, spheres
represented the data points in a bar chart. The physicalisations
were enhanced by using coloured balls, joining the balls by
threads, and placing acoustically-transparent objects in the
levitation space. In other work, we demonstrated the use of
levitating objects to create user interface controls [3], but this
has not been properly studied yet.
Interaction with the systems discussed has been limited to
moving a single levitating object, either by grasping it [13,
23] or mapping it to hand position [15, 17]. ‘Hands on’ grasping interactions are not possible with acoustic levitation and
are also unsuitable for levitations with several mid-air objects
(e.g., the many data points in Floating Charts [18]), because
the levitated objects may be too small to grasp and position
correctly, they may be out of reach, or they may be inaccessible behind other objects in the physicalisation. Existing
mid-air interactions [15, 17] have demonstrated how a single
object might be translated with hand movements, but have not
addressed how to create complete and usable interactions with
such levitated objects (e.g., initiating interaction, selecting a
target object, and ending the interaction). In this paper, we
investigate object selection as a fundamental part of interaction
with levitating objects and we demonstrate the first complete
interaction technique with a levitating object display.

Non-contact 3D selection

Selection is a primary interaction for 3D interfaces [21] and
is often required before other actions can occur. Users cannot
manipulate mid-air objects by hand because some levitation
methods (notably acoustics) are not strong enough to keep objects in place while being touched, meaning remote selection
is necessary. Mid-air gestures could be used for selection and
we take this approach because it has advantages for levitating
object displays, as discussed before. We take inspiration from
mid-air selection techniques for volumetric displays (e.g., [5,
6, 21]), as these have similarities to levitating object displays.
However, a key difference is that volumetric displays allow
rich visual feedback to support complex interaction techniques.

Levitating objects allow less visual feedback so interactions
must be designed with such limitations in mind.
Two of the most popular selection gestures for 3D content are
pointing and hand extension (‘virtual hand’) [5]. Hand extension gestures (e.g., the selection method used by Xbox Kinect)
map a virtual cursor position to the position of the hand [19,
24]. This technique relies on visual feedback that shows users
the relationship between the on-screen cursor and hand position. This is not ideal for levitating object displays, because
the cursor would have to be shown in situ, using another levitating object. This would affect object spacing: objects would
need to be further apart, so the cursor could move around them.
This could also lead to selection ambiguity; the cursor object
cannot be moved right next to a target object so would be
separated like any other object. This means the cursor could
end up a similar distance to multiple targets.
Pointing gestures, however, allow users to select “that one
there” with less need for feedback, since the spatial relationship between finger and target is less ambiguous than with
hand extension; feedback only needs to show which object is
targeted. Comparisons of 3D selection techniques have also
favoured pointing [5], therefore we used it as the basis for our
selection technique.
Pointing techniques are generally based on ray-casting, where
a ray extends from the finger towards the targets [6]. This is
easy for users to understand, although it can lead to difficulty
when there is a high object density. Objects may be positioned
behind other objects, meaning the ray always targets the one
in front. Grossman et al. [5] developed ray-cast techniques for
“selection disambiguation”, allowing users to select occluded
objects. Their techniques were based on the concept of a
“depth cursor” that can be positioned along the ray to control
which object is being targeted. Two implementations of this,
Depth Ray and Lock Ray, were particularly successful and
we discuss these later, when we describe our own selection
technique. Vanacken et al. [21] also investigated Depth Ray,
comparing it with a new technique and enhancing them with
non-visual feedback about selection.
These pointing techniques [5, 21] rely on detailed visual feedback to show cursor position in 3D space, which is difficult in
a system where the only visible things are the objects being
levitated. This imposes a constraint for design: any necessary
feedback must be given by the levitating objects themselves.
Two ways of doing this are to manipulate an object’s position
or appearance. ZeroN [13] used projectors to augment objects
and JOLED [20] rotated the objects, which were coloured
differently on each side. Instead, we take the first approach:
manipulating the object position. This is better for the small
objects used in acoustic levitation (versus the larger ZeroN)
and does not require enhancement of the levitation system.
In summary, our work investigates the selection of acousticallylevitated objects. Acoustic levitation is a new area of research
and the current state of the art shows the potential to achieve
the example applications we presented earlier. There has been
very little work on interaction techniques for these types of
display. We focus on object selection, a fundamental interac-

tion necessary for others to take place. We now describe a
technique, called Point-and-Shake, that allows users to select
levitating objects by pointing at them in mid-air.
POINT-AND-SHAKE: SELECTING LEVITATING OBJECTS
Point: Targeting mid-air objects

Users target objects by pointing at them with an extended
finger (Figure 2). Rather than select targets instantly when
pointed at, we use ‘dwell’ to confirm selection: the selection is
complete after pointing at the target for 1000ms. Confirming
the selection is necessary because users may inadvertently
point at other objects before targeting the intended one, which
would cause unintended selection. There are other ways of
confirming selections, including clutched gestures, gestures
with the other hand, and the use of buttons or foot switches.
We chose dwell instead of these because of its simplicity: users
just need to point to select, and the system can give simple
feedback about the object being targeted. We chose a 1000ms
dwell as a starting point, as other pointing gestures used this
period successfully [4], citing a balance between giving users
enough time whilst not rushing them.

Figure 2. Users target an object by pointing at it. The line shows the ray
extending in the same direction as the finger, towards the target.

Our system (described later) levitates small spherical objects
(1–2mm). These present a very small target for users to
point at, which is likely to make selection difficult. To make
things easier, we enhance the target size using virtual spheres
centred around the object position (Figure 3). Users can select
a levitating object by pointing at its sphere, without having
to point precisely at the object. We use spheres, rather than
circles, since users can point at a levitating object display from
many angles. The virtual targets are not visible and users do
not need to be aware of them to interact.

2mm

5mm

Figure 3. Virtual spheres increase the effective target volume, making
it easier to select the small objects. This example shows the increased
target volume of a 5mm sphere, versus the 2mm levitating object.

When there is a small number of levitating objects, users
should be able to easily select each of them by pointing. In
more dense levitations, like the 3D model scenario we envisioned in the introduction, it is likely that levitating objects will
be difficult to target because of object occlusion. As Figure 4
shows, the ray used for targeting may intersect several objects,
leading to ambiguity about which one should be selected. A
naive implementation would choose the closest object to the

finger, meaning users would be unable to select and interact
with the distant objects. A novel aspect of a levitating object
display is that users can move around it and view content from
many angles. This could partly mitigate the occlusion problem,
but moving may not always be an option; for example, if there
are multiple users around the levitation, if the input sensor has
limited range (e.g., the Leap Motion we used), or if the user
is manipulating a specific part of the content. Being able to
resolve occlusion would allow users to target occluded objects
in all circumstances, if necessary.

Figure 4. Occluded objects can be difficult to select with ray-casting,
because the ray might also intersect objects in front of them.

Selection disambiguation using Lock Ray

We developed a selection disambiguation method based on
Lock Ray [5], a ray-cast pointing method that uses a moveable
depth cursor to select one target intersected by the ray. Users
aim the ray by pointing, then they ‘lock’ it in place. With
the ray locked, forward/backward finger movements can be
used to reposition the cursor along the ray, as in Figure 5. The
nearest object to the depth cursor is targeted. By locking the
ray, users can position the depth cursor without their finger
movements causing the ray to deviate from the target. Since
disambiguation takes place in two stages, less information
needs to be conveyed during selection. This is ideal for levitating object displays, which can only give limited feedback:
as we later describe, we use the same Shake feedback in two
contexts to mean different things.

which object along the ray is being targeted. We use a 1:1
mapping between the levitation volume and the space in front
of the levitation. Users can move their fingertip towards, or
away from, the levitating objects to change their selection. So
far, we have described how our adaptation of Lock Ray can be
used to target occluded objects. An additional mechanism is
needed to confirm the selection and end the targeting.
If only one levitating object is intersected by the ray (like in
Figure 2), then that object can be selected without using the
disambiguation mechanism; you just point at the object and
dwell, without having to lock the ray and position the depth
cursor. We also use the Dwell method for selection using
Lock Ray: users confirm their selection by keeping the ‘depth
cursor’ on the target for 1000ms. In Grossman’s version of
Lock Ray for a handheld remote [5], they used a button press
to lock the ray and confirmed selection upon releasing the
button. We also evaluate a similar method here that we call
Quick Release: when users close their thumb again (i.e., to
‘unlock’ the ray), the targeted object is selected. Our second
study, described later, compares the Dwell and Quick Release
methods for confirming selection.
So far we have described how Point-and-Shake can be used
to select a single levitating object. This can be extended to
allow multiple objects to be sequentially selected: i.e., the user
selects object one then selects object two. Selected objects can
be deselected by pointing at them again. The Shake feedback,
described in the following section, is used to support these
interactions, by showing which objects have already been
selected even if they are not currently being pointed at.
Other actions, like moving objects or querying their properties,
can be easily performed after selection. For example, a user
could select an object then reposition it using a gesture that
maps object position to finger position (as in Figure 6). Or
they could select multiple objects and gesture to have the
system speak their values. Other interactions are outside of the
scope of this paper, but these examples show how our selection
gesture may precede other actions.

Figure 5. Fore/aft finger movement controls the ‘depth cursor’ used to
select from the targets intersected by the ray. This shows how the finger
position (‘X’) is used to select an occluded object.

Depth Ray [5] is a similar technique, except it combines aiming
with depth cursor movement. This style of continuous 3D
cursor control may be too difficult with the limited amount of
feedback that can be given from levitating objects. Another
alternative would be to reconfigure the levitation so that targets
are not occluded, but this is undesirable. We chose Lock Ray
because it works in situ without reconfiguration and it requires
minimal feedback for each stage of the interaction.
For our version of the Lock Ray technique, we use extension
of the thumb to ‘lock’ the ray, as shown in Figure 5. When the
ray is locked, we use the index fingertip position to determine

Figure 6. Selection can be followed by other actions, like repositioning
objects by mapping object position to finger position.

Shake: Feedback through object movement

Feedback is necessary to show which objects are being targeted and if selection is complete. We use object movement
to give this feedback, because the levitating objects are the
only visual element of our levitation system. With acoustic

levitation, objects can be moved in three dimensions, giving
scope for complex feedback patterns. We use continuous sideto-side movement to give feedback. This motion is relative
to the user’s position, so it appears the same from all sides
of a levitation. We chose side-to-side movement because it
is simple: the motion is only in one axis. Informal testing
found that the side-to-side motion of a levitating object was
more noticeable than up-and-down and fore-and-aft motion,
so we chose this for our feedback. We discuss the properties
of movement in the implementation section.
Point-and-Shake needs to give feedback that shows which
objects are intersected by the targeting ray. When the user
points (like in Figures 2 and 4), we move all intersected objects
from side-to-side (i.e., they Shake), showing where the ray is
aiming. If only one object is targeted, then it will be selected
directly by dwelling; once selection is complete, the object
shakes at a slower speed, making it distinct from unselected
objects. When many objects are targeted, disambiguation
is necessary. When using the Lock Ray method, all targeted
objects stop shaking once the ray is ‘locked’ in position, except
for the object currently targeted by the ‘depth cursor’, which
continues to shake as before. As the user moves their hand
closer to, or away from, the levitation (like in Figure 5), the
newly targeted object will shake instead.
A limitation of using object movement to convey feedback
is that it constrains the minimum spacing between levitating objects. In an acoustic levitation system, objects must
be at least λ2 apart [20], which is approximately 4.3mm for
the 40 kHz ultrasound used in our system and in the stateof-the-art. Additional space is required for object movement,
therefore increasing object spacing. Moving a levitating object
may also have unintentional effects on other objects, because
of the necessary changes in the acoustic field. Unlike the
first constraint, which is defined by physics, the latter can be
mitigated through advances in acoustic field synthesis. The algorithms for levitating multiple objects are currently formative,
but research is ongoing to develop techniques that better support multiple objects; for example, minimising unwanted areas
of amplitude (like Carter did for ultrasound haptics [2]). We
minimised movement to reduce the impact on the levitation,
but we anticipate this being less of a problem in future.
Implementation: acoustic levitation and apparatus

Acoustic levitation is typically achieved using standing waves,
created by opposing transducers. Small objects (≤ λ2 ) can
be levitated in the low-pressure nodes of the standing waves.
These can be moved in 3D by changing the relative phases
of the transducers (see [17]). We use polystyrene balls as the
objects for our levitation system, as their small size and low
density is appropriate for our apparatus.
Our acoustic levitation system (Figure 1) uses two 8x4 arrays
of 40 kHz ultrasound transducers (Murata MA40S4S, 1cm).
The arrays are held in laser-cut panels that slot into a Lego
frame. They face each other and are vertically separated by
65mm, a similar arrangement to LeviPath [17]. We use this
setup because it offers the strongest levitation effect [18], but
recent acoustics work is improving one-sided levitation [14],

which means future iterations could offer a full hemisphere
of visibility. We use the algorithms described by Omirou et
al. [17] to control the transducer phases to allow levitation at
the desired points. These levitation algorithms use a real-world
coordinate system, where the origin is the centre of the bottom
transducer array. Control signals to drive the transducers are
generated by a custom board with two XMOS processors.
Note: 40 kHz ultrasound is inaudible so the levitation is silent.
We implemented Point using a Leap Motion sensor. This gives
the position of each finger, whether or not it is extended and a
vector for the direction it is pointing. We use this information
to determine when the user is pointing and when the thumb is
extended for selection disambiguation (Figure 5). We consider
the thumb extended if its angle to the index finger is ≥50°.
Hand tracking positions are mapped to the same real-world
coordinates used by the levitation system, enabling ray-casting
to determine which objects the user is pointing at. The Leap
Motion is held in a Lego mount attached to the transducer
frame, so the known offset is added to the Leap Motion tracking coordinates for accurate conversion. During interaction,
an object is targeted if the ray from the finger intersects the
virtual sphere at its position. The ray starts at the fingertip
position and follows the finger direction vector. It is important
to choose an ideal sphere size, so that pointing accuracy can
be enhanced without having to place objects further apart (to
avoid overlapping targets). Our first user study investigates
selection with a range of target sizes (5–30mm).
When the user extends their thumb, we ‘lock’ the ray position
and orientation. We then use the positions of the intersected
objects and the fingertip to determine which object the user is
targeting. Like Grossman’s implementation of Lock Ray [5],
we use a 1:1 mapping between hand movement and cursor
movement and select the nearest target object to the cursor
(Figure 5). For the Quick Release selection method, we detect
when the thumb is no longer extended (angle < 50°). For
the Dwell selection method, we check the time spent aiming
at the targeted object. Our second user study compares the
performance of these techniques.
As discussed, the Shake feedback is accomplished by rapidly
moving a levitating object from side-to-side. Our implementation creates this feedback by moving an object one step to
the left, two steps to the right, then one step to the left (Figure 7); this is repeated continuously to create object movement
centred around the object position. When targeting stops (i.e.,
feedback stops), the object returns to its origin.

t
=0

t
=1

t
=2

t
=3

t
=4

Figure 7. The feedback motion consists of four steps (1–4) that loop
continuously; t=0 shows the starting position of the object.

This implementation of the feedback has two parameters: the
distance the object is moved at each step; and the speed of
movement. We now consider these in turn. As discussed
earlier, minimising the movement distance is desirable because
it means objects can be placed closer together. We investigated
the minimum perceptible displacement in a pilot study, finding

that each step should move the object by 0.3mm (resulting in
a total side-to-side range of 0.6mm). This is the minimum
distance a levitating object was moved before the change in
position was noticeable by participants. We then tested how
closely together objects could be positioned so that moving
one by 0.3mm did not affect the position of the other. The
theoretical minimum separation was 4.6mm ( λ2 + 0.3 ≈ 4.6),
but we found they needed to be 10mm apart before moving
one object rapidly did not disturb the other. As discussed in
the previous section, advances in acoustic field synthesis could
mitigate these side effects of object movement.
We vary the movement speed to convey the two object states
discussed previously: 1) the object is actively being targeted;
and 2) the object has been selected but is not being targeted.
We investigated the fastest movement speed that still allowed
stable levitation (i.e., the object was not ‘ejected’ from the
levitation). The fastest reliable movement speed was 0.06m.s-1
(i.e., 5ms between each step). We used 0.01m.s-1 (i.e., 30ms
delay between each step) to show when an object was targeted;
although faster speeds were possible, they increase computational demand. Selected objects moved at 0.005m.s-1 (i.e.,
60ms delay), visibly distinct from targeted objects.
We described Point-and-Shake, our interaction for selecting
levitating objects. Applying existing techniques to this novel
context is not straightforward: it is not known if levitating
objects can give enough feedback for successful input and it
is not clear how accurate users can be when interacting with
these objects. Our first user study investigates the usability of
Point-and-Shake with different target sizes. Our second user
study evaluates our version of Lock Ray [5], to see if it is usable
with the feedback our system gives, and to compare Quick
Release with Dwell, two methods of confirming selection.

Figure 8. This photo shows the levitating objects that users were presented with for the experimental tasks.

was varied between blocks; as far as they were concerned,
they were to point directly at the levitating objects. At the
beginning of the study, participants were given a short set of
training tasks to become familiar with the interaction.
For every task, we measured the total selection time, starting
from when the user’s hand was first detected directly over the
sensor. All tasks started with the user’s hands on the table,
making this a consistent measurement. We also measured
selection success rate (% complete selections within task time
limit). Finally, we recorded the average finger position during
each selection, to see how close to the objects users gestured.
This was because if users point too close then they might
disrupt the position of the objects by reflecting the sound. All
performance data is provided in the supplementary material.
There were 15 participants (7 female), with a mean age of
32.6 years (sd 12 years). None of the participants had used
this style of pointing interaction before, although some were
familiar with gesture-based games (e.g., Xbox Kinect).

USER STUDY 1: SELECTING LEVITATING OBJECTS

Experimental task and procedure

We used our acoustic levitation system to levitate two objects
side-by-side, as shown in Figure 8. Objects were separated
by 30mm to accommodate all sphere sizes. Study participants
were asked to select a particular object (“left” or “right”) using
our pointing technique. The instruction was given verbally
by the experimenter. After each selection, participants were
asked to rest their hands on the table, before the experimenter
started the next task.
Tasks were presented in blocks, with one block per sphere size.
The order of the blocks was counterbalanced and there were 20
targeting tasks per block. Participants were given 20 seconds
to complete each task, otherwise the task ended unsuccessfully.
They were not told about the use of virtual targets or that this

Results

Mean selection time was 4137ms (sd 4281ms), including the
1000ms dwell period for the selection: Figure 9. Times were
not normally-distributed (Shapiro-Wilk W = 0.85, p < 0.001)
so the Aligned-Rank Transform [22] was applied before analysis. A repeated-measures ANOVA found a significant main
effect of sphere diameter on selection time: F(5,69) = 65.1,
p < 0.001. Post hoc pairwise comparisons found significant
differences between all sphere sizes (p ≤ 0.001), except for
{15mm vs 20mm}, {20mm vs 25mm}, and {25mm vs 30mm};
all p-values were Bonferroni-corrected for multiple comparisons. In all significant differences, the larger sphere size had
the shorter selection time.
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This study investigated the usability of our pointing interaction
for selecting levitating objects. For this study, none of the
objects were occluded so we could focus on the simplest use
case of Point-and-Shake with dwell. The aim was to see how
quickly and accurately users could select objects with different
virtual sphere sizes. Six sphere sizes were used: {5, 10, 15, 20,
25, 30}mm. The objects in our system need to be 10mm apart,
but we included the 5mm target size to see how well users
could make selections if smaller separations were feasible.
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Figure 9. Mean selection times. Error bars show 95% CIs.

Mean task success rate was 96.4% (sd 5.4%); see Table 1. For
all 65 failed tasks, the 20 second time limit elapsed; 55 of
these were for the 5mm condition. Logistic regression was
used to analyse the effect of sphere size on selection success.
A repeated-measures ANOVA on the regression model found a
significant main effect of sphere size: χ 2 (5) = 192.8, p < 0.001.
Post hoc Tukey comparisons found a significantly lower success rate for 5mm than all other sizes (all p < 0.001). No other
differences were significant (p ≥ 0.3).
5mm

10mm

15mm

20mm

25mm

30mm

81.7%

97.7%

99.3%

100%

100%

99.7%

Table 1. Selection success rate per target sphere size.

Distance (mm)

We used the mean fingertip position to calculate the proximity
of the finger to the levitated object during successful tasks.
The mean distance was 59.9mm (sd 22.5mm): see Figure 10.
Distance did not have a normal-distribution (Shapiro-Wilk
W = 0.95, p = 0.001) so the Aligned-Rank Transform [22]
was applied prior to analysis. A repeated-measures ANOVA
found a significant effect of sphere diameter on distance:
F(5,69) = 33.5, p < 0.001. Post hoc pairwise comparisons
found significant differences between: 5mm and all others (all
p < 0.001); 10mm and {20mm, 25mm, 30mm} (all p < 0.001);
and 15mm and {25mm, 30mm} (all p ≤0.03). In all cases,
proximity was lower (i.e., closer) for smaller sphere sizes.
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rather than stay in place and redirect their aim. Getting too
close can be a problem because the user’s hand might occlude
their own, and other people’s, view of the levitation. For acoustic levitation systems, getting too close may also disrupt the
acoustic field; 40 kHz ultrasound is almost entirely reflected
by skin [2], meaning the reflected sound could affect the levitated objects. This only appeared to be a problem for the 5mm
target size, however, when close fingers would often result in
a visible ‘wobble’ of the object being pointed at.
We included 5mm target spheres in this study despite being
smaller than our minimum object separation, to evaluate our
pointing interaction for use in systems not subject to the same
acoustic constraints as ours. The significantly longer selection
times and higher error rate suggests that targets should not be
this small. A disadvantage of ray-cast pointing is that small
finger movements can result in a significant ray movement,
meaning users had to be really accurate to keep pointing at the
5mm target sphere for the dwell period. A limitation of our
study design was that hand position was not fixed, allowing
users to move closer if necessary to improve accuracy. This
means the tasks did not have a consistent difficulty and our
results should be interpreted with this in mind. Our data
suggests that if hand position was fixed (e.g., at 5cm from the
levitation) then performance for 5mm targets would be worse.
USER STUDY 2: SELECTION DISAMBIGUATION

5mm

10mm

15mm

20mm

25mm

30mm

Sphere diameter (mm)

Figure 10. Mean finger proximity to targets. Error bars show 95% CIs.

Discussion

One aim of this study was to investigate a ‘usable’ target
sphere size, because it was not known if users could accurately
and easily select targets using our pointing gesture and object
shake feedback. We found consistently high success rates for
sizes ≥ 10mm, suggesting this is an ideal minimum target size.
Increasing the target size beyond 10mm did not improve the
success rate but did decrease selection time. For 10mm targets,
selection took a mean of 4.6 seconds, including the 1000ms
dwell period. This seems reasonable but may be cumbersome
when interacting with complex levitations and selecting many
objects. Just increasing the size to 15mm reduces the mean
selection time to 3.2s; excluding the dwell time, this is a 39%
reduction in time spent trying to point at the levitating object.
One of the main reasons larger targets have faster selection
times is that users find the target sooner as they move their
hand forward to start pointing. When this happens and they
get feedback from the correct object, they tend to stop moving
their hand, as shown by the proximity data. Conversely, for
smaller targets, users move their finger closer to the object

We implemented a selection disambiguation mechanism based
on Lock Ray [5], so that users can target occluded objects.
Our first study showed that Point-and-Shake enables accurate
aiming of the ray, so our second study investigated if the Lock
Ray technique allowed successful disambiguation with the
feedback our system provides. This study also compares two
confirming methods: Q UICK R ELEASE and DWELL. DWELL
was successful for selecting unoccluded objects in Study 1,
but the more complex Lock Ray interaction may mean that
users prefer Q UICK R ELEASE instead. This may be preferable
because it gives users more time to interpret the feedback and
make sure they are selecting the correct object.
Experimental task and procedure

We used our acoustic levitation system to levitate two objects,
spaced 20mm apart and facing away from the user so that
the furthest object would be occluded by the closest one, as
shown in Figure 11. This means the object is occluded to the
ray-cast technique, but it was still visible to users. We rotated
our system by 90° from its orientation in Study 1. We used a
20mm sphere size, as this performed well in the first study and
we wanted to make it easier to target both objects at the same
time, so that we could focus on the disambiguation method.
Participants were asked to select a particular object (“closest”
or “furthest”) using the Lock Ray method. We instructed them
to point at both objects at the same time before locking the
ray; this meant they had to use the disambiguation mechanism,
rather than simply pointing ‘around’ the occluding object. Our
experiment did not allow progress until this condition was met.
After each selection was completed, participants were asked
to rest their hands on the table, before the next task started.

Mean time to confirm selection (i.e., after ‘locking’ the ray)
was 1120ms (sd 518ms), see Figure 12. A t-test found significantly longer confirmation times for DWELL than Q UICK
R ELEASE: 1259ms vs 982ms; t(14) = 5.04, p < 0.001.

Figure 11. This photo shows the levitating objects that users were presented with for the experimental tasks.

Tasks were presented in four blocks (two blocks per selection method). The order of the blocks was counterbalanced.
There were 30 targeting tasks per block. Participants were
given 45 seconds to complete each task, otherwise the task was
ended unsuccessfully. At the beginning of the study, participants were given a set of 10 training tasks for each selection
mechanism, to familiarise them with the interaction.
For every task, we measured the total selection time, starting
from when the user’s hand was first detected over the sensor.
All tasks started with the user’s hands on the table, making this
a consistent measurement. We also measured the time spent
aiming the ray (before ‘locking’ it), as well as the time spent
confirming the selection. These would give insight into how
long each part of the Lock Ray interaction took. Finally, we
measured selection success rate (% correct selections). After
the study, we asked participants to identify their preferred
method for confirming selection. All performance data is
provided in the supplementary material.
There were 15 participants (7 female, 2 left handed), with a
mean age of 26.6 years (sd 6.3 years). Two also did Study 1.

Mean task success rate was 94.6% (sd 3.3%). Five tasks were
unsuccessful because the time limit elapsed. There were 48
and 50 incorrect selections for DWELL and Q UICK R ELEASE,
respectively. Logistic regression was used to analyse the effect
of selection method on task success. The difference was not
significant: Z = 0.21, p = 0.83.
Twelve chose Q UICK R ELEASE as their preferred method of
confirming selection (80%). Most of them said it was because
it offered more control over when the selection ended. This
worked both ways, allowing faster selections when confident
about the targeted object, and allowing more time when unsure
about which object was being targeted. Others liked that it
ended with an affirmative action, rather than waiting for time
to elapse. Those who preferred DWELL said it was “simpler”,
since they just waited for the selection to complete.
Discussion

The selection success rate (94.6%) suggests that our version
of Lock Ray was usable for selecting between two levitating
objects. We were unsure if the amount of feedback given from
Point-and-Shake would be sufficient, since it was unable to
show the position of the ‘depth cursor’ used to disambiguate
between two objects, but this did not appear to be a problem
and the Shake feedback was enough to show which object
was currently being targeted. Technical constraints meant we
could not investigate selection between three or more objects
so more work is needed to see how this interaction scales
successfully to more dense levitations.

Figure 12. Mean times for task (left), aiming (middle) and disambiguating (right). Y-axis is the same in each plot. Error bars show 95% CIs.

The selection times in this study were closer to the selection
times from the first study than expected, despite the added
complexity of occlusion (3s in Study 2 and 2.8s in Study 1 for
the equivalent 20mm target size). The times are not directly
comparable; the difficulty in Study 1 was aiming the ray, and
in Study 2 it was disambiguating between targets. Disambiguation was easier than we anticipated: the data for each step of
the Lock Ray technique shows that most of the time was spent
aiming the ray (1.9s), rather than disambiguating (1.1s). This
may be because users pre-empted the disambiguation step, by
positioning their finger closer to the levitation system when
they were asked to select the furthest away object. This is
supported by the small difference between the dwell period
(1s) and the targeting time for DWELL (1.2s), which suggests
users generally ‘landed’ on the target right away. We investigated this post hoc and found that 65.8% of DWELL selections
instantly ‘hit’ the target object. This may explain the good
performance with the Shake feedback even though it could not
show a cursor: users may only have needed it to confirm that
they had indeed landed on the intended target.

Mean aiming time (i.e., time before ‘locking’ the ray) was
1891ms (sd 1434ms), see Figure 12. A t-test found that the
difference between DWELL and Q UICK R ELEASE was not
significant: 1960ms vs 1822ms; t(14) = 1.72, p = 0.11.

Users strongly preferred the Q UICK R ELEASE method for
confirming selection, often stating that this gave them more
control than DWELL. Some liked that Q UICK R ELEASE gave
them more time to make sure they had selected the correct
object, as the DWELL method ended after 1s on a target. This

Results

Mean selection time was 3034ms (sd 1780ms), see Figure 12.
A t-test found that selection time was significantly higher
for DWELL than Q UICK R ELEASE: 3219ms vs 2849ms;
t(14) = 4.04, p = 0.001.
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was our initial motivation for investigating Q UICK R ELEASE,
to give users more time. However, they also used this method
to end selection quickly, shown by the lower mean confirmation time. A post hoc investigation found that 57.5% of Q UICK
R ELEASE confirmations took less than 1000ms (the minimum
time needed for DWELL) and 20.4% took less than 500ms.
This could be a further reason for the short task times.
Our results show that DWELL was successful in this study and
we recommend using it for consistency with our Point interaction for selecting unoccluded objects (as in Study 1). However,
our findings suggest compelling reasons for using Q UICK R E LEASE to confirm selections, so we suggest a hybrid of the
methods: users can disambiguate between levitating objects
using Lock Ray, confirming selections by either dwelling for
1000ms, or ending selection early using Q UICK R ELEASE.
OVERALL DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

We presented Point-and-Shake, an interaction for selecting levitating objects, combining ray-cast pointing input with object
movement as feedback. It was designed with the capabilities of
acoustic levitation in mind and uses only the objects for feedback. We described two studies that evaluated the performance
of Point-and-Shake. The first investigated the effect of virtual
target size when selecting levitating objects, finding that users
could quickly and accurately make selections when the target
size was 10mm or greater. Users adapted to the increased difficulty of selecting very small targets (5mm) by moving closer
to the levitating objects, which may affect acoustic levitation
by reflecting sound back towards the objects.
Point-and-Shake used a variation of the Lock Ray technique [5]
to allow users to select occluded objects. We evaluated this
aspect of the interaction in our second study, which also compared two methods for confirming selection. Users could
successfully select occluded objects with both methods, but
especially liked Quick Release because of the extra control it
gave them over the interaction. Our studies looked at selection between two levitating objects, as the state-of-the-art in
acoustic levitation does not yet allow more than two objects to
be independently and reliably animated. Our results suggest
Point-and-Shake would be effective with more objects, however. They show that our Shake feedback supported accurate
ray aiming (Study 1) and depth cursor positioning (Study 2)
and we expect this to also apply to more complex levitations.
To conclude, we presented Point, a novel interaction for selecting levitating objects, and Shake, a feedback technique
based on object movement. Together, these allow efficient
selection of mid-air objects for the first time, paving the way
to more complex interactions with levitating object displays
and showing the potential for interaction with this exciting
new technology.
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